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1a) upon what restraint are they spark-scattering, the sighs of the candle!
1b) there would have been a single lightning-bolt, if it had not been dumb, the tongue of the candle

2a) for the enthusiasm of the deceit too, I sacrifice myself
2b) what right does the Moth have, to test the candle?

3a) it is illumined for the people of the gathering, the complaint about the breeze
3b) about this wandering tongue, look at the narrative of the candle

4a) for helpless ones, even the Executioner feels pity
4b) the candle itself weeps for those slain by the candle

5a) in the murder of innocent me, why [pause to] think? look
5b) without speaking, people cut the tongue of the candle

6a) this thread of breath is a thread-maker, to the people of burning
6b) that is, the life of the candle is the flowing tears of the candle

7a) the wound of separation of the pearl-teeth and the face and the curls--
7b) it is the tears of the candle, and the flame of the candle, and the smoke of the candle

8a) it is all, from the heat of the breath, sense-meltingnesses
8b) look, won't you? life is entirely harm of the candle

9a) that one too, some pardah-keeping one has burned
9b) from the glass-shade I heard this hidden secret of the candle

10a) recite one more ghazal, oh flame-tongued Momin
10b) from which the envious would burn, like the candle

= = = = = = = = = = =

1a) it was gathering-illuminating, the heat and radiance of the candle
1b) the Moth burned, because he was not a secret-knower of the candle

2a) last night she was the lamp of the house of the Enemy, that flame-faced one
2b) how my inner-self burned until the morning, like a candle

3a) oh burning of weeping, before yourwetness and radiance
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3b) it surrenders ['fills up water'], the fire-scattering glory of the candle

4a) in a single night's companionship, how it became absorbed!
4b) in that gathering, at dawn, no one found a trace of the candle

5a) as if it has the power to reach your delicacy and heat!
5b) although wax is its body and flame is the life of the candle

6a) I am a wound from the suspicion of the heart, to such an extent, about the beloved--
6b) the Moth has, from simple-heartedness, suspicion of [the beloved's being] the candle

7a) beauty is amazement-evoking-- how would it be strange if
7b) they would stop, in your gathering, the flowing tears of the candle

8a) if it would se your sweat-moistened face
8b) it would melt with the burning of envy to the bone, the candle

9a) up till now there's such burning of the heart, that on my tomb
9b) it has been drawn down toward the earth, the smoke of the candle

10a) they had no endurance for the reproach of idols, the infidels of passion
10b) to the Moth it is hell, Momin, the tongue of the candle

= = = = = = = = = = =
Momin == diivaan-e momin ma(( shar;h , ed. by .ziyaa a;hmad .ziyaa . Allahabad: Shanti Press, 1962, pp.
101-103
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